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5000+ 
BRAVERY BUDDIES DONATED TO DATE

Bravery Buddies are a collection of dolls for children who are either
battling cancer or who have a loved one with cancer.

These special dolls send the message “you are not alone”. 

They are inclusive dolls for both boys and girls of different ethnicities,
created to offer comfort and bring a glimmer of joy to their lives on their
difficult journey.

The Bravery Buddies have no hair, just like a lot of children who are
battling cancer. The aim is for the dolls’ physical appearance to help
sick kids feel like they’ve got an empathetic friend on their side. To be
able to look at their special friend and think, “Hey, you’re just like me.”
Children are able to form a bond with their dolls, to share the
experience of cancer – to be a friend to them when they need one most.

Bravery Buddies is a not-for-profit organisation with one purpose and
one purpose only. Positivity. Our goal is to take all of those negative
feelings that come with cancer diagnosis and turn them upside down!
We aim to create and promote joy, to inspire inclusion and
companionship and to make children impacted by cancer know that they
are not alone. We measure the success of Bravery Buddies in smiles!

ABOUT BRAVERY BUDDIES



To those looking on, the impact a simple doll would have to a child impacted by cancer may
not appear to be all that great.

However, just as it is imperative for adults going through cancer treatment to have a strong
support network, it is every bit as important for children to have a form of support that they can
truly connect with. 

As adults, we feel better when we talk about our feelings and express our fears. For children,
they seek comfort in the form of cuddles and most commonly in their toys! I think we all can
remember having a special plush friend by our sides at one point - helping us to be brave when
times got tough!

Bravery Buddies go one step further by giving children a relatable story behind their existence.
Children connect with their Bravery Buddies so much more than any other toy because they are
just like them. 

In addition, the peace of mind Bravery Buddies bring to the parents of childhood cancer 
 warriors is huge. During a time when all a parent wants to see is their child smile - to witness a
moment of joy during a period of so much darkness - Bravery Buddies are there, delivering just
that.

MAKING A HUGE IMPACT

We have been given many dolls since

Amelia's diagnosis but none she

connected with... She instantly

connected with her Bravery Buddy and

literally hasn't put her down.

- Nadia, Mum to Cancer Warrior, Amelia



Since our beginnings in 2018, Bravery Buddies have had the immense pleasure of providing joy
and comfort to over 5000 amazing little superheroes impacted by medical related hair-loss with
our companion dolls.

Each and every doll to this point has been sponsored by an individual or small business through
marketing campaigns and awareness raised primarily via social media.

As Bravery Buddies continues to expand, with demand increasing, we are in need of a major
sponsor to help us fulfil this demand both within Australia and overseas.

We have recently connected with Ronald McDonald House Charity and will be providing
Bravery Buddies to their houses all over Australia so that Bravery Buddies will be readily
available for all children undergoing cancer treatment when they go to stay at a Ronald
McDonald House. Their initial request was for over 500 Bravery Buddies and we estimate that
around 2000 Bravery Buddies will be needed by Ronald McDonald Houses in Australia alone,
each year. This requirement will come at a cost of production of $30,000.

This requirement is in addition to the dolls which are requested by individuals via our website
and hospitals which keep Bravery Buddies on hand to distribute to outpatient children who
attend the clinic for treatment.

There is an overwhelming need for these dolls and we have only just begun to explore all of the
avenues in which we can support young people impacted by cancer, alopecia and indeed any
medical conditions for which a companion doll may be beneficial.

We are looking for an ongoing sponsor to help us spread the Bravery Buddies vision and joy
worldwide - to help us make a difference on their journey. 

Contributions from our major sponsor will go towards cost of manufacture of Bravery Buddies
for bulk orders to be distributed to Ronald McDonald Houses, hospitals and cancer support
centres. There are 365 Ronald McDonald Houses worldwide so with 500 Bravery Buddies being
requested for only 4 houses so far, it is clear that that potential for growth and exposure is
huge.

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS



Queensland
New South Wales & ACT
Victoria & Tasmania
Western Australia

Their own branded Bravery Buddy on a stand with your logo
Framed certificate of Sponsorship
Logo on our website's home page in major sponsor position for the duration of sponsorship
period
Promotion on Social Media

MAJOR STATE SPONSOR $600/MONTH

Each year we have the opportunity for a major sponsor to come on board in each state in
Australia, to cover the cost of providing Bravery Buddies to children residing in Ronald
McDonald Houses and other cancer support houses within the state. Sponsorship
opportunities are currently available in:

Our state sponsors will be solely credited with providing companion dolls to the children and
families in their designated state.

State sponsors will also receive:

Minimum term required is 1 year.

ONGOING SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNIES

BESPOKE SPONSORSHIP

We would love the opportunity to work together to build a bespoke sponsorship package
based on the individual capabilities of your business as many businesses require more flexible
sponsorship terms where donations are dependant on  turnover. 

Please feel free to contact us if you would like to discuss this further.



Your own branded Bravery Buddy on a stand with your logo
Certificate of Sponsorship
Your logo on our website's "Smile Crew" page

SPONSOR A GANG! $350

Sponsor 10 Bravery Buddies in the name of your business! 

You will receive:

ONE-OFF SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNIES

Your own branded Bravery Buddy on a stand with your logo
Certificate of Sponsorship
Your logo on our website's "Smile Crew" page
Promotion on Social Media

SPONSOR A TRIBE! $950

Sponsor 30 Bravery Buddies in the name of your business! 

You will receive:

Your own branded Bravery Buddy on a stand with your logo
Certificate of Sponsorship
Your logo on our website's home page for 6 months
Promotion on Social Media

SPONSOR A CROWD! $1500

Sponsor 50 Bravery Buddies in the name of your business! 

You will receive:



As part of the Bravery Buddies branding, we have developed mascot characters who represent
the different genders and ethnicities of the Bravery Buddies. These characters have become a
pivotal part of our branding. We wish to create an entire program centred around these
characters to aid in the support and education of young people with cancer. 

Bravery Buddies creator Tegan was diagnosed with cancer as a child and recalls it to be an
incredibly confusing time and even more frightening due to lack of understanding. Medical
terminology that didn’t make sense and adult concepts unconceivable to a young child. We
aim to shed some light on this for children – giving them the knowledge that they need to
understand what is happening to their bodies in a safe and non-threatening way. Truth does
not always have to be scary – it can be powerful – and it can give these children the strength
they need to say, “Ok! I understand what is happening to me... now let’s fight it!” 

It is our goal to work with medical professionals specialising in childhood cancers to put
together a series of animated short films and printed materials to present fundamental
information to these kids. The Bravery Buddy characters will provide a relatable friend to teach
and share this knowledge. Our aim is to launch this series in 3-5 years. 

In addition to our goals to further support children with cancer, we have already begun
designing companion dolls to support children with other medical and developmental
conditions and are in the prototype phase of producing companion dolls for children with
Autism and Cleft Palate. 

Every day we are asked by parents and health professionals to produce dolls to support
children with a wide variety of conditions, so our goal is to one day have a Bravery Buddy for
every child who may benefit from one. Because even on the darkest of days there is joy to be
found - and Bravery Buddies play an important part in providing joy and companionship in the
lives of brave little people all over the world.

FUTURE GOALS 



Thank you so much for taking the time to read about Bravery Buddies.

Please get in touch should you wish to discuss sponsorship or if you would like any
further details. 

We would love to hear from you. 

0418 643 638
hello@braverybuddies.org.au
www.braverybuddies.org.au

CONTACT


